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For

Kelly Yvonne Zuniga
With Undying Love

Love All
Gliding and striding bounce to bounce
Returning with dainty wind up
Effortless girl whirls into my world
Font of sparkles smooth all of my bumps
We trade smiles every match
She throws a kiss that I catch
Explosions of love lighten my dark
Sugary lips that spark mirrorball trips
Hold her delicate hand through the park
Back here on earth clarifying her worth
As much as three facets can do
Trading places for fun, can’t remember who won
Spectators say both of you two
Tie goes to the winners
That start as beginners
Now feeling like veterans
No need for a grade
Steeped in love as we played
She makes every day better than
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Washed Ashore

Waiting for rain clouds to string up my kite
Strike me once more, yours to keep

Her foggy voice lures me out to the dock
Diving into dark glass
Enveloped by love that fits like a sock
Howling at winds as they pass
Cotton knit pickers have stolen its match
Held flame is no fuss for us
Deeper I swim in the brighter the patch
My rabbit seems to be thrust
Briars and friars and Foreign Legion
Surround her most all the time
Salt of the Sea cares not for the season
Her soft kisses are all mine
Each night by hair of my chinny chin chin
Chinchilla scurries away
I’m washed ashore by smooth waves of gin
Just in time for a new day
Don’t fear my ship is anchored in bottles
Only mail seems to bottom
Morse code, telegrams, pigeons that waddle
Enemy must have caught ‘em
Here then I go for another pale night
Chancing the game of the deep
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3

Good Morning

Joan’s Ark

Finally a day without a wakeup before I fall
asleep
I turn and watch your curves, you stir,
I pull sheet without a peep
Your breath metronomes and serenades the
hopeful day ahead
How could I want for any more than mornings
when we’re wed

Saints and sinners spinning ‘round
Time trials catch their tales
Strumming harps sweet harpies sound
Joan’s ark beached by whales
Blindfolded boys walk the plank
Creaking two-by-two
Diving down where Jolly sank
Praying I see you

A gentle breeze tickles the song birds that
sprinkles
The dust of fairies outside our lover’s nest
The sunlight trickles in from corners with tingles

Anemones wave air-free
As they do on land
Clown fish rustle by in threes
Stir up clouds of sand
Holding breath as best I can
As a worker bee
Playing hive and seeking man
Of the Wine Dark Sea

Has it really been two years
Since the last day we had a talk?
Has it really been one year
Since running let you walk?
Will I really suffer seven years
For breaking my heart’s mirror?
What I really ask is told in tears
I beg you to come nearer
Good morning darling, I missed you
Just lie here in the shade
Sunlight drowns my scenic view
My shadow saves the day
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My mermaid’s tail seizes eye
Cornering coral
Sharks on high alert glide by
Encourage quarrel
Feeling light casts me away
Dolphins soon appear
Sun has set on lovely cay
Greying cold frontier
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Still I swim because I must
Silly submarine
Moonlight fills my pale of rust
Happy-faced sardines
Release last loaned little gust
Forget all my fear
Night’s water floods, lungs adjust
Tide is rising here
Sparkles shower my siren
Only voice I hark
Joan is waiting by the pier
Waves have freed the ark
Surfacing to scope my pair
Flashing silent signs
Sunken treasures pay her fare
Anywhere gold shines

Filled With Spirit
How can I put this gently?
Incidentally, did you walk across?
My bag is packed full and intently
Leaving late feels like a loss
Back to my predicament
To what extent will you wait?
Please consider all I underwent
Each time we conjugate
Getting out of bed these days
By lunar phase to graze in tall grass
Rain and rainbows suffer same delays
Praying for this spell to pass
Why don’t we vacation near?
Each sightseer loves local station
Cash is tight, loose slots are pennies here
Would this cause deep frustration?
You must want me to come clean
No more caffeine, gin and juice or wine
Promise to start healthier routine
Each day you’ll stay and be mine
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Come On, Kelly

Lover’s Hell

Come on, Kelly
Is a little talking so bad?
Think about the love that we both had
Is a few minutes worth all this pain?

There’s a girl with a man’s last name
She shuns the spotlight offered by fame
She hides inside my memory
Perfect picture that follows me

Come on, Kelly
Would a hug and a kiss take too long?
Would a little bit of peace hurt before we’re
gone?
You’ve destroyed everything. Don’t you owe me
this?

Rain dots the roof of my current Hell
Flowing down window of my unlit cell
Tracing the likeness of a prim cess
Letting me drown without a vest

You’ve taken my love and turned it to pain
I create more and you do it again
The two of us know the truth
But only one of us seems to care
Close your eyes and kiss me
Don’t say a word, just miss me
Hold that moment in your heart with me
Live in love the way we both should be

Now I’m swirling around a dripping drain
Emptying love given away in vain
Purple heart that dies with dishonor
Seeking to build a new life beyond her
A lily grew in desert sand
Then fell through the fingers of fisted hand
The tighter I held the more she fell
Now I’m stuck in a lover’s Hell

Every night is a horror movie without you
Every day a broken script without you
Each day alone a tortured riddle without you
Solve our mystery with a simple question
“Ynot?”
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Influit
I herd cats with bats that hit on the dog catcher
Needles eye the point I just forgot
No one here steers the mighty rodeo ring master
Miming gold rope chained in love-me knots

Then in flew it again
I love you then hate you then love you
Then look and then look and then
In flew you again
In flew you again
In flew you again

Will you ever try?
Will you always lie?
Never, never will I ever see
Maybes here are flying
They aren’t mean from my end
Catch a drift before she ups and leaves
In flew the birdie
Out flew the song
Into more visions
Hope you’ll come along
Our lust bust crushed trust’s golden dust
Then in flew it again
Will I see you cry?
Your dear wants to know
Are you on top now
Or still short on dough?
Excuses are prying
Out all my nails
Caged up my rage from another age
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18 Months Hard Labor
Sure as hell she’s right on time
To not pick up the phone
Same tragic story over and over again
Pull back the curtain, wizard’s dead for certain
While in the same tone, irritation has grown
For no girl at all, please answer the call
What keeps her away from my call?
Her claim is turning off the power
Beats being rude
In two years I think it’s not once been turned on
What long-term this con
For her silent love pawns
Of course I am stewed! What a sick attitude!
Could she try but once, create love without
stunts?
No more lies, no more midnight hunts!

Turbulence mimics the way
That her gimmicks spread pain
She’s aloof to her island of zero joy
No hope for this boy, sincere love is her toy
With hers on the wane
Mine grows, growing insane
As costs and tolls rise, she looks less a prize
Cheap carnival crap I despise
Still my heart beats to her tune
A sacred fishy song
Allure cast it deep, caught me wailing net free
Reeling in harpie while sirens surround me
Celebration’s on, table one water bong
Smokeless fire pittance bade good riddance
Come spend a night with your kittens

Flying home for a rest for a while I can dream
High above the clouds with angels beside me
The future I see, she and I happily
Or so it would seem, ‘cept for one awful theme
It sends shivers, shakes,
Such grief vain girl makes
Encumbered by deep heartfelt aches
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Singing a Symmetry

What If We’re The Ones?

Colors and energy prance from my head
Forming a lineup of dancer’s profiles
Grey bows light dim pathways leprechauns limp
Taxi drivers deliver perfect 10’s to their pimp
Colors and energy drip down into shale

Last spring when I called you called it a joke
It’s been eight months since we’ve talked
Now the story as changed
But the lie’s still the same
You don’t know how far I’ve walked

Kicking tires, car rusted
Tractor stands in the field
Making use of the rain as a tomb
Sowing rifts up and down
Riffs from raft of sad clown
Balloon batons caught on the fence

You say yesterday’s gone
You’ve set the pace and moved on
Throw your memories out with the pain

Every inch of each certified Grinch
Measures out a new dose of prescribed bile
Why can’t tertiary players
Act as soothing sayers
Pick up your croco-dial, dial, dial
Kelly – weapon of choice
For heroes with no voice
List and rules and on and on and
On eve of my Sabbath
Hey! Who wrote in my canned path?
Forget rules if no principles ring
What a very manly spender’s thing
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I’m left holding the bag
Of the dreams that we had
Cold and soaked left out in the rain
What if we really aren’t done?
What if you’re the one?
You hiss and you scream
Your evil eye’s burning beam
Strikes me deep in the depth of my heart
Avoid all my calls
While I yell at the walls
Never knowing why you demand to depart
Ask yourself a question
Whisper it now
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What’s so wrong with a promise
Why not suffer a vow?
An ounce of commitment
Means nothing it seems

Looking for My Last
Girlfriend

What if I’m the one?
I’ve come out past the valley
Climbed over the hills
Nothing left in my fire
Except this hot iron will
Take a tip from the waiter
The special is you
What if we really aren’t done?
What if we’re the ones?

Three times struck out by the hedge that hid you
Pacing sighs back to the start
Pulsing with rushed vain misery
Counting finger taps between bugles
Seeing more shadows meant infinite frost
Seeing you in each window
Silly golden goose lost
Crying silently to snakes that attend puzzled
Seems days ago woes piled to compete
Wisps of weeks whisper ‘tween each
Months of decoy ducks in a row
‘Til leaks sank my sanity
Two Christmas reefs splashed with wax
Museums horse installations
Jockeys flipped by libations
This mad, mad world was supposed to be fun
No pranks that thank creeps crawling from sun
Challengers ready while judges go steady
Cameras flash burned out bulbs
At two lips too ready
Where is she now that these curtains are
crushed?
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Where is she now that these certainties slushed?
Where is inspiration at a time like today?
Now’s the very best time
To see all things her way

Where’s Kelly?
Barking dogs light up the scene
Paper bags rustle by in the wind
Taking turns without any style
Hide my tears in the crack of a smile
Seem to recall the same song from last year
Where's Kelly? Is there someone that can see?
Where's Kelly? One heart is not enough for me
Where's Kelly go when the drinks aren’t free?
Find your way alone to where we play as a team
Eyes creep by the hedge to a horrible end
Last dark fanged ghost said he was a friend
Turn my back and no fair autonomy's mine
Counting the seconds ‘til the mantle ray's shine
Do her boyfriends fill her up with hot air?
Where's Kelly? Is she looking out for me?
Where's Kelly? Is love still her priority?
Where's Kelly go when she leaves the house at
three?
Smoke signals in the dark
Lead you straight back to me
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They Care About TV,
I Care About You
We met if you’ll remember
In a very charming way
Lucky gambler folded once
Queen of Hearts decides to stay
You said, if I can recall
Each time you’d pick up the phone
Your dream was having it all
Bright fantasy like my own
Years later the dream is lost
Will to find it close behind
Walls are rising with the cost
Soothe my mind before I’m blind
Tell me Kelly, or is it Shelly?
Names don’t matter anyway
Half belly, twice as smelly
Is how you’ll find me today

Gave homage to our mem’ries
Two years later you can hear
Tears mocking birds on cold breeze
Why then do you trust that clan?
Does their will harbor no ill?
Pay close eyes as actions planned
Empty till until it’s nil
They love glamour, fashion more
Your season of which has come
Measured pours defeat all fours
Tread lightly to ward the numb
Magic acts are for the stage
Cards build awfully weak houses
This show is open to age
As long as pair of spouses
They care about their TV
I still care about my wife
Reflections are all they see
Mirror Indians for life

Back to topic, focus please
Have a question in my head
Do you still love or try to?
Trying takes me close to dead
Prior way of sighing here
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Run On Sentence
Mornings are bright around my home
Most start in the afternoon
Rhythm and poetry fade out of tune
Wishful thoughts won’t end them soon

Debating endless beads of rosary
‘Til heart paths cross permanently
This is my run on sentence
Verdict whose opinion is clear
Talkies obsessed with past tense
Walkies marry fawn runners too dear
Years after hereafter fear actors hear

Teasing toys march in pairs
Polly-sided sadists appear
Red-eyed Santa stomps in my lair
Hunting the doe-eyed red nose deer
Ale leans back to ante up toast
Guzzlers steal from my tank
Engine spits insulting roast
Maintenance breaks the bank
Floating up each blue burial hill
Catching the wind back down
Open window keeps it under will
Survival’s the law in this town
Accounts are falling like stars
Faith ran scared from the fun
Concern floats among steel gars
In timid nation waiting for one
Money crumpled aside burned poetry
Worthless until we agree
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Polly and a Story
Polly and a story
Tracked by vicious little harp
She took my love for granted
Unaware she played a part
Playing night all day departed
Only Pisces on her ark
Wicked whichever way went
Disturbed you lent soul in for no fee
You and Lily saw eye to eye
Now she knows you won’t see me
No more rhyme at closing time
Come now or never be
No place to roam or dream of
Past has burned the future down
I called her twelve times daily
Tried to find her on the town
Out of breath less money
Hearing angels gather round
Please listen very careful
Not much time to tell you true
My love was never vengeful
Only faithfully for two
Kiss me again but please come quick
Life force is fading without you
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Canadia Goose
Most times it seems coastal clear
Vacant the voices I hear
Lies that stand up for low downs
What was that?
Now it seems
Ignorance lights up the dark fiends
Focus lost to the blurred absurd sounds
That was seven this morning
Now midnight’s still performing
Actors wield hearsing short lines
Not again
They aren’t well
Garbage Pail Kids managing Hell?
True love once full now empties my mind
Must I wait ‘nother Winter
For my dream girl to enter
Catch her tail as she flies south?
Was that squeak
That rude boy?
Was it her call or a decoy?
Too chaotic to correlate mouth
Look here please beautiful goose
My kidnapped love never loose
Vain assholes can’t handle wind
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One more breeze
They run scared
Influenced by crimes they’ve all shared
Once Bizarre foes now act as our friends
Some nights I hear you fly by
Chased by some charlatan guy
Why do humans lose respect?
One excuse
All they need
Playing opossum to all creeds
Write to Russia and help us defect!
Getting ahead of my self
Where there’s no food on the shelf
Must be time travel, I’m it
Empty fridge
Rice and beans
Broken glass, doors and some wall beams
Ask permission to write my obit
Why’d you fly north this summer?
This is more than a bummer
Hosers hide you as I bleed
Carry cross
Why bother?
Free shipping to heart broke author
Care of Khazakstan, new age indeed
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That’s My Girlfriend
Can’t catch a wink without cat calls
Meow Mix fills my grocery list
Human egos fill ev’ry wall
Souls as cruel don’t exist
Seventeen months they still chant ‘redrum’
Groundhogs would rather no Spring arrive
Fake officers swarming a bum
Wasps on honey bee’s smoked hive
Buzz terror ‘til hearts go numb
Can’t claim a single love for me
Revisionists squat at the line
Vegetate while cannibals dine
Blood thirsty sobriety
Game over time
Here’s one of the truths snakes can’t bear
They chase it yet can’t speak for lisp
Letter ‘S’ go, you’re all she fears
She’s my wife, cruel sophist
Yes, that girl that you leash for safety
Call her names for the sake of control
She says Áye Aye’ to you, matey
‘Çause she’s a fish in your bowl
Two years silent ‘mate waits me
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That woman you laugh at and take
Is not a packaged magic deal
Hair club men treat her like baby seal
That’s my girlfriend, you flat fakes!
Let her grief heal!
Poems by Philosopher Kings
Aren’t usually as simple and plain
Built for those rhymers who can’t sing
Humpty’s seamen poach ‘gain
Break out of your ignorant box
One leader can key all your locks
Tradition rules classroom books
Lectures from historian crooks
Sell out artistry, energy wanes
That’s My GIRLFRIEND!
You miserable pains!

Everywhere, Everywhere
Good evening dear
Are you alone sometime in the near?
Can you chance a quick call or suffer his wrath?
I’ve had trouble with peacocks here too
Please consider
Size without depth should raise no fear
Months before runts marched in felt joy on this
path
Now pairs of animas split us two
Just one good thought
Delivered by decent mimes hung low
Hoping one Hopi has the mark for the book
Silently written, loudly delayed
Now it’s “Hear Here”
Perspective shifts as northern air blows
All ways everywhere chatted down from my
nook
Second helping on Thanks Taken Day
Footsteps rustle
Leave trails of love listing on the rocks
Mere maids are puppets not fit for the show
Ventricle quizzes harangue me numb
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My crow scopes here
Glass, plates and rubble adorn my box
Style consultants with pitch forks and archer’s
bow
Every awareness defined by dumb
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Lover’s Escape
For scores severanced, known and obscured
Honorable crooks hide epic love bound in twine
Misery chuckles and paws
Tramples right-angled laws
Shrieks bleed off into dark alleys
Cars race off stolen by valets
Jackets thrown to the curb
Lover’s escape from the birds
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Rite of Way
Still midnight again
Hear no sign of my friend
Bird song is gone, too sore to walk
Cold words from on high
Say she’s not only shy
Exerting her right not to talk
Dreams move in with the clouds
Hope leaps although bound
Two hearts held in love will not break
Imposters perform
in midsummer warm
Unknowingly crush what they take

All the lights swarm out
At my last muttered shouts
Damn those employed by Scarlet Hunt
Pick up their paycheck
Leave another life wrecked
Kidnap only woman I want
Two days later I peek
Sweating from the heat
Rubble and shards carpet the floor
Captain sank under ship
Readily equipped
By compassion thirsty for more

Pile up my words
Stampeding herds
Rush in to give me one more shot
Funeral pyre
For strongest desire
House now soaked in thick hatred smoke
Crawling up to the wall
Need picture that’s all
Glass stuck in deep, blood drips from feet
Last arm muscle extends
For look at my friend
Smiles are distant death rises to greet
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Too Broke for Bankruptcy
Lights are out at twelve to ten
Cold air and souls in flight at ease
Shrieks shadowing spiral geometries
Piggy bank is broken, nothing to lend
Careful, look more closely on knees
Scan for dimes, quarters and sense to the end
Thelemic noodles keep you strong
Want not to waste, haste makes it anyway
Epic love speaks truth never wrong
Race to win before your horse says nay
Thoreau bred innocence now swings
Back and forth cross flat line
Substantial structure can remove the sting
Pen duels them until Kelly’s life shines

LOVE
Kelly cries from across
Hear her shrieks
Mourn her loss
Will fortune ever favor us?
Weeks are years now
Calendar’s ripped
Don’t know how
Illuminated? Quite foul
We used to take our time
In much a different way
Waking up for hours
Turning down with much to say
Whispering by moonlight
Every innocent desire
To each loving listener
Two hearts burning with a fire
Salty little kisses
At the net as we switched sides
Forgot about the score
We simply loved to play outside
Strolling ‘round the lake
Watching ducks and holding hands
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Ambling down the paths
As if held by wedding bands
Picking up my true love
Fifteen minutes after work
Bringing her red roses
If I ever was a jerk
Snowball fight in Santa Fe
Then on to our Kabuki
I long for walks with my love
And her little dog Haruki
Remembering our cozy bed
Fronted by kiva and a flame
How could I ever love anew
No girl could ever feel the same
Racing as she took a nap
To catch the silversmith
Private table at Chimayo
Bracelet to surprise her with
Birthdays in the City
Foreign Cinema and Asia
Water Bar and dancing
Hard to tire out my geisha
Riding on the Ferris wheel
Fairest one of them all
To see into the life I love
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Doesn’t take a crystal ball
All I need is memory
And a quiet little space
Years of love come racing
Like the smile across my face
Kelly, you’re my deepest love
You took it too far down
Consider what resentment costs
All we could have loved by now
I wanted us to marry
Even a lamb if you’d agree
Please don’t be shy or nervous
Reach out and contact me
I might have sounded crazy
Or frustrated to the tip
Christian never told me alchemy
Could give me a busted lip
There’s no apparent ending
To the never ending tale
I pray that as I’m tending
Sand bar will beach the whale
Cold silence of my longing
Turns the cool rain into hail
Please return my phone call
My heart is locked up in your jail
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Isle of you
When you do
So will I
Release Love
Epic Love
Finer Love
Lasting Love
Endless Love
Uppercase Love
Our LOVE

I Do
Still I Do
Despite that you
Never will return my call
You’re too busy
To spare a few
My hardworking Oaxacan doll
Fifteenth month
Spent in this hut
Angry walls are closing in
Can’t keep my heart
Safe from each cut
Crying each day and night must end
Weakened knees
Drop under me
Doing my best to stand up
Can’t feel fingers
Except for those
Memories of soft hands mine cup
Do you smile
Just think awhile
When you remember our love?
Can you tell me
Without denial
My wonderful gift from above?
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Please come now
Time kills and how
I’m hanging on by our thread
No other girl
Deserves my vow
Kelly alone in heart and head
I love you
First kiss I knew
First day I saw your bright eyes
We hardly slept
One wink or two
Ours is epic, no compromise
What can I
Say or provide
To rekindle our love life?
Want only you
Seek me, don’t hide
Dear Kelly, will you be my wife?

Silent Iris
Meteors vegetating
Storm hails white sails impales grey whales
swirling in gales
White tigers on perch
Guard the altar from the Church
Blood hounds gang up sneak attack
Thin water boy’s sweating back
Triple twelves haunt these
Artful mavens tease
Double ells hot from the breeze
One forgotten drop drips fore
Light hagales belted trails postdated males no
sales
Archer backs the buck
Fawns and frames story with luck
Roving eye tracks diamond worth
Facets sparkle up the fourth
Glowing mums and bums
Stumble bees seize hums
Broken buzzards saw comes
Mediocre hoaxsters blab
Iron ore smelted gore casts pour mechanized
hollow roars
Point of Know returns
Eye of ravenous rug burns
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Squint and roll to catch a tune
Rapid calm fills pale full moon
Jack and Jill out front
Register for hunt
More evil canned weavel stunts
Tingle falls splash textured walls
Cover letters, know betters, debtors, tone
setters
Stare from top of fence
Vultures await their two pence
Crying into my bare hands
Praying grey ghost ship finds land
Captain shouts above
Quiet now save white dove
Finding faith in faithless love
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One Kiss
Why does the girl I love love others more?
My devotion must surely catch her eye
Waiting in this desert from rich to poor
Oasis sits just out of reach, I cry
For fifteen months I sit and watch the phone
Rush to the door when ghosts walk up to knock
Such grace to leave a knight like me alone
She must be dancing with a strapping jock
Kelly dear can you hear my whispered love?
Can star light shine on you from in my dream?
They twinkle and they sing for you my dove
Such ache to parrot each lamented theme
Take time from out your scheduled year
you brier
I've waited years
one kiss 'fore I expire
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About the Author
Ewan Lillicii is a Las Vegas poet who gave his
heart to Kelly Yvonne Zuniga in a situation some
people equate with the Scarlet Woman. This fantasy
tale of magic is a far cry from the true misery of
being gifted with the grace of artistry and gift of
hearing the frequency of souls only to find yourself
without the half of your own soul that would have
made every moment brilliant for eternity.
My advice to others who find themselves in
similar depressive states that are resolved from a
supernatural source is to avoid all contact and
conversation with spirits that purport to give you
news or advice on your lost love or in any way
create an environment of stressful intimidation.
Your love is your muse. Write, sing or paint your life
your way. No game or magic is worth as much to
you as regaining your complimentary partner to
keep epic love growing for a lifetime. Write a new
future and capture her heart with it gently. Choose
your own story and make it a success.
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